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Video. Election Fraud in America. Fraction Magic:
Real Voting and the “Election Theft Mechanism”
Fraction Magic
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Region: USA
In-depth Report: Election Fraud in America,

U.S. Elections

A real-time demo of the most devastating election theft mechanism yet found, with context
and explanation. Demonstration uses a real voting system and real vote databases and
takes place in seconds across multiple jurisdictions.

Over 5000 subcontractors and middlemen have the access to perform this for any or all
clients. It  can give contract signing authority to whoever the user chooses. All  political
power can be converted to the hands of a few anonymous subcontractors. It’s a product. It’s
scaleable.  It  learns  its  environment  and  can  adjust  to  any  political  environment,  any
demographic. It runs silently, invisibly, and can produce plausible results that really pass for
the real thing.
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